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TOPOLOGY OF COMPLEX WEBS OF CODIMENSION ONE AND 
GEOMETRY OF PROJECTIVE SPACE CURVES 
A b-WEB of a manifold .\il of codimension 1 is a configuration % of b foliations ;Tr, , yb of 
.Lf ofcodimension 1. In $1, we prove that the topological and analytic classifications are the 
same for complex analytic webs of a complex manifold RI under the condition 6 >=dim >L-! + 1 
and a certain generic condition (Theorem 1.5.1). This is a complex analytic version of 
Dufour’s theorem for CT.-webs [I 15,161. In $7, we apply this theorem to the d-webs %‘(‘; of the 
dual projective space 2,” of codimension 1 generated by the dual hyperplanes xv E ‘y of 
x E C for algebraic curves C c 1 n of degree tl, and prove that the imbeddings C c >, are 
determined by the topological structures of #c up to projective transformations if d 2 II + 2 
(Theorem 21.3). The singular locus X(3;) of IYc is closely related to the projective geometry 
of C and the dual variety and curve of C. In the final two sections, we investigate the structure 
of ?P; for the exceptional cases that C c -n is of degree n, II + 1, e.g. rational and elliptic 
normal curves, and singular plane curves. 
A foliation 2; of a manifold M is locally defined to be a family of level surfaces of non- 
singular functions rli on hl, so the local study of b-webs is equivalent to one of the diagrams 
of functions of the form: 
The diagram of this type appears often in various areas of differential topology and its 
applications. In particular the envelope theory is reformulated by the diagram of this type 
and was studied by Thorn [27], Arnol’d [l], Carneiro [9], Dufour [16] and Bruce [S]. 
The problem of this diagram is the simplest and a very attractive part of the general 
theory of diagram of C”-mappings, for which Thorn-Mather theory does not work properly 
because of the fact that Malgrange’s preparation theorem fails [13]. This difficulty seems not 
to be only on account of the appearance the diagram: in fact Dufour [ 13, 141 proved that for 
non-degenerate diagrams of three functions F, G: 3.l -+ 3 (or 32 + ?‘), F, G are 
\ ” 
\ T_. \ T .-. 
C’-equivalent if and only if topologically equivalent (Lemma 1.1.1) basically by using 
Lebesque’s theorem, and consequently that the topological stability theorem does not hold 
for these divergent diagrams. This is in contrast to the known result that for the convergent 
diagrams of C”-mappings: < > -+, the Thorn-Mather theory works properly and the 
/* 
topological stability theorem holds [4, 13, 14.241. 
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In $1 w prove a Dufour-tvpe theorem for the complex analytic case, namely if‘t~o 3-\$,ebs , 
S ‘= i.3,.T2..2-,). 2 * = (7, ..Y>,.Yi;;) of a complex Z manifold .CI are non-degenerate and non- 
hsagonal (i.e. 24’: % ’ are nowhere equicalent co rhe germ of j-web oj:foliations by parallel lines 
in -.‘), and there is a homeomorphism h of ,tl such rhat h(#T) = 2’ 1. then h is holomorphic or anti- 
holomorphic. This theorem is proved in a more general form (Theorem l.S.1). 
Our proof goes through by purely topological analysis of the holonomy map (see $1.2) 
which is a map from a leaf onto itself defined by the rotation by walking along the strings of 
the web around a fixed center, passing across the three warps through the center (see Fig. 1). 
With the level function 14~ for some i, this mapping is of the form: Pf: .Y-+s -ks3 + . \\,here 
k is the web curvature of %/‘at the center of rotation (Proposition 1.3.1). The stable and 
unstable sets S(P,G. 2.~). L-(P,‘, 2-u) are defined similarly to the ordinary stable and unstable 
manifolds of endomorphisms (see $1.4). They are real lines Y ‘d/‘%, \i’- 1 .?j’,,K forming a 
right angle with each other in leaves at the center of rotation if li #O (Proposition 1.3. I). Since 
these real lines are constructed pure geometrically. a detailed argument shows that the 
homeomorphism ~I:YA%+“” is differentiable and i 1 conformal. Thus /I is holomorphic or 
anti-holomorphic respectively if orientation preserving or not. The condition kf0 is 
essential. for our analysis. 
Classically it is known that a 3-web of a real or complex surface is hexagonal if and only if 
the web curvature is identically zero [7], so the condition that %: 5%” are non-hexagonal is 
necessary. In fact any hexagonal 3-webs of foliations by parallel lines in 2’ admit real linear 
but not complex analytic automorphisms. 
In $2, we apply the theorem to the dual d-webs %c o enerated by algebraic curves C c ?,, 
of degree d. The d-web %: has the singular locus X(%2) = envl(Vc) u degn (2:) [see $2 (A)] 
outside which c/r; forms a non-degenerate d-ueb. In the case of n = 2, Graf-Sauer’s theorem 
says that 9’; is hexagonal outside X(9’;) if and only if C c 3 2 is a cubic curve (Theorem 2.3.1, 
or see [7]). This result was expanded by many authors [2,3.5, 1 I]. 
The restriction of%; to an intersection .Y; n n .Y”“-~ = 5,?, xi E C is the web generated 
by the image ofCunder the projection of-, uith thecenter ?,_3 spanned byrv,. . , s,_?. If 
C._ “-3=.X, + + I, _ 2 is non-singular, the image is a plane curve of degree d-u + 2 
(Proposition 2.1.4). Therefore the theorem applies to restrictions of 2; to generic planes 
=I=x,” n.. .ns,“_, c F,, if the degree dzn+2 and we get: 
/ 
L J E .i, 
Fig. 1. The holonomy map of a j-web J =( 7,. jm2. f-3] of -’ wth the center .Y 
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THEOREM 21.3. Let C, C’ c 2” be irreducible algebraic curce.s of-degree 2 n + 2 and ler h be 
a homeomorphism ofrhe dual space - ,,’ such that h(;i/k) = #i.: Then h or its complex conjugate 6 
is a projecrice linear cran.s$xmation of y “’ 
Corollary 2.1.5 jays roughly that thr con1ple.u structure ofa line bundle L-C on a Riemann 
surface is determined by the ropological structure of a net ofeflectire divisors determining L. 
In $2.2. we investigate some results on the geometry of the singular locus X(9;), 
some of which are classically known and can be found in [19,26,293. A point ): lies in Z(??c) 
if and only if )‘” C is singular or an n-tuple of points in !v C does not span J” =? “_ i. 
Corresponding to the multiplicity and degeneracy of L.” n C, we define the filtration 
P,” =envlO (pl_) 2 envl’ (3,) 3 3 envl”- ’ (W,) I . and degn (22) so that 
envl’ (Y’c) u degn (Zi) u (sing C)” =Z(%‘,). The sets envl’ (@cc), envl”-’ (W,) (=C”) are 
called the dual cariery and dual curve of C respectively, and envl’- ’ (-X/c) = tan(envl’(%“,)) 
(Proposition 2.2.2). Envl’ (Zc) is the union of the osculating n - i - 1 planes of C” . From the 
duality of the osculating i bundle of C and n-i- 1 bundle of C”, it follows that envl’ (Xi) 
and envl”-‘-’ (g>,) are dual to each other (Proposition 2.2.1). 
The structure of the set degn (9;) is determined by the various secant varieties of C, but 
their structure seems to be unknown even for simple space curves. 
Section 2.3 is devoted to an introduction of relations of the quasi-group structure of C and 
the geometry of the web Y;, and Graf-Sauer’s theorem. 
In $2.4 and $2.5 we report the web structure for the exceptional cases n= n, n-t 1 of 
Theorem 21.3. First in $2.4. we consider the cases that C c F, is a non-singular curve of 
degree n,n+ 1, i.e. the rational or elliptic normal curve of degree n or n+ 1, respectively. 
The geometry of elliptic normal curves C,, 1 of degree n + 1 has been historically studied. 
We recall from [70] the :I,+ 1 x en_l symmetry of C,, 1 which is induced from the 
representation of the Heisenberg group H,, 1 on ‘7”’ ‘. Theorem 2.1.3 suggests that 7*/c,+, 
may have a stronger topological symmetry than 7-,+ 1 x b,, 1. Using the group structure of 
the elliptic curve C,_ I and Abel’s theorem, we prove that the semi-direct product CL 
(2,E)rx(Z :,x%,_,)actsonY> _ 
that n + 1 iorsion points of C, + 1 
n , as homeomorphisms of 7, (Proposition 2.4.4). The fact 
are hyper-osculating points is already known by e.g. [21] 
and the degree of envl’ (ZJ;” I 1 ) is presented, as a consequence of a general formula by 
Piene [26]. 
Any curve of genus 1,O and degree II + 1, n in Z,,, is given by projecting the elliptic, rational 
normal curve of degree n + 1, n from a generic center. This corresponds, in turn to their webs, 
to the restrictions of %> to the n-m - 1 plane dual to the center (cf. Proposition 2.1.4). This 
might be of some use for the study of those curves. 
By the duality of curves C and C” = envl”- ’ (F;C), X> is reproduced from C”, so we can 
say envl’(Y’,) all have faithful information of the original web 9;. So we are led to the 
geometry of envi’(%c). From another point of view, we can regard F,,” as the parameter space 
of the deformation C.y”, JE?,V, and then envl’ (%:) is the discriminant (bifurcation) set of 
the deformation. 
In $2.5 we list results for singular plane cubic curves. 
Last of all the author would note that the motivation for this paper was originally a 
topological classification of non-singular vector bundle mappings of bundles of rank n - 1 to 
those of rank n. In another paper [Xl, the author proved that the topological structure of 
generic invoiutive mappings5 R -P of involutive manifolds is determined by the differential 
dfi _A;~ -+, fi ; of the normal bundles of the fixed point sets N c fl, P c P, under a certain 
f: L+; 
condition. The results in $2 offer a partial answer to this problem. 
This paper was written under the supervision of Professor &I. Adachi and Professor 
H. Toda while the author was in Kyoto University. 
$1. -4 TOPOLOGIC.AL RIGIDIT’I’ THEOREX FOR CO.\IPLES \VEBS OF CODl\lESSIOS OSE 
1. Preliminarirs in web geonietrj 
Let :LI be a C’ manifold of dimension ,x.r=O. . , . . -x or ~‘1. i e. real or complex analytic. 
We call a b-tuple ??c=(.9-l. . , _&) of C’ foliations of M of codimension I a b-Lveb qf.V of’ 
codituension 1. and we say %“‘is norl-tiegenerc~rp if F, are in general position. K’e call a sub- 
tuple(.Y;,, . Tic) o subbveb ofSY Y Two b-\vebs 9 = (..Y,, , 2-J. Y * = (-7;. . . 3-b) are 
C’ eqlricnlenr if there is a C’ diffeomorphism il of .C( such that lz(XJ=-/: for i= 1. , b. 
Then we denote h(F.)=Z ‘. 
LEMMA 1.1.1. [13, 141. Let 3’; g7 be notdegetzerate P-m-t I-rcebs of 11 red 
C’ - m-tnanij‘old AJ ofcodimension 1 mti ler i7 he a ILonL~ottLorphistn of,bl such chat \7(%‘) = F -. 
Then I7 is (I C’ clifSeomorphim of .I1 _for I’ = 1, c’). This holds also Jbr ger-tm of m + l-webs. 
A C’-b-web Z“is octclhe(lrrrl(hrungonnlfor tn = 2) if% is everywhere locally C’equivalent 
to a b-web of.?” (or :“) by foliations with parallel hyperplanes as leaves. In other words. %:‘is 
octahedral if F is everywhere locally Co equivaient to the octahedral b-\ceb consisting of 
hyperplanes. by Dufour’s theorem (Lemma 1 .I. 1) in the real case of tn + 1 2 b, r = ^J. This 
equivalence of definitions war already known in [7]. In the following we introduce the 
classical results of web geometry following [7] for the case t7=?. 
Let SY= ( _Fl. .&, ,&) be a non-degenerate C’-3-web of a C’ surface .M defined bq 
non-singular C’-l-forms w~,(c)~, ~1~ with (:I~ +-c!J~ + ~3 =0 and r = 3, . . : x. co. Then 
R=U, A (?jz=(‘I1 A CJ3=W3 A (0, 
holds and R is non-singular. Define the functions 12, by 
du, = h,R. 
for i = 1> 2,3. Define the function k on &I bq 
d;: = kQ. 
Using local coordinates x,, x2 of .Lf, we hsie 
where hi,j = ?/i7x,hi. 
It is easy to see that the 2-form d;: = EJ is independent of the choice of l-forms w,, itiz, w) 
defining the foliations 3, .3?, .;7,, but dependent only on the web 5YF [6. +5-S]. We call k, 0, 
dy = kR as follows: 
k neb curvature of FY 
R srirj~ce elet77et7r of F 
dy = kR normalized sut$ice element of%‘: 
Let .Y. y be local coordinates of .IJ. ui the local level C’ functions defining& and let rt’be a 
C’-function such that 
IV(ll,,Uz. u3)=0. 
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Lt’e call W a b\ebfunction ofK“(or Ur,Uz, us). 
Let HJ’+ = i-3/i.~ciS~ji‘t~kW and LL), = Wi. dn, for i,j, k = 1,1.3. Then k, d;.,. R are calculated 
as follows: 
THEOREM 1.12. Let %’ be u non-degenerate C’-3-njeb of a C’ surface .\I und 
r=3,4,. , zc, o (real or complex analytic). Then Yis hexagonal if and only if the norm~7li:ed 
surface element ki2 (or the web curcature k) is identically zero on M. 
For the proof of this theorem, see e.g. [6]. This result was expanded by many authors (see 
c7, lOI). 
The geometric meaning of the web curvature k is explicitly explained in Section 1.3. 
2. Maps associated tvith webs: holonorny map 
The geometric structure of a web is translated into the structure of the translation maps 
Tjd,kq between two leaves along leaves passing through them transversally (see Fig. 21. These 
translation maps yield many topological invariants. 
In this section we study non-degenerate analytic 3-webs of an open neighbourhood CT of 
0 E ‘%‘, Yr= (9r, .3,, Y3) defined by level functions IQ: (S2, O)+(c, 0). We define u~_~,, = ui, 
n E 9, i = 1,2.3 as a convention. Let Li = (p’ E U 1 u,(p’) = u,(p)) denote the leaf of Ti passing 
through the point p E U. For a point q E La and j, k # i, the translation map T$.\: (L’,. p)-I Lt. q) 
is defined by 
This construction of Ti.5 is recovered by the geometry of SE T;,\(r)= s if Li n Lt = [s;., and 
assuming I!.~c U is connected, the germ Tt,,“, at p is independent of the choice of level 
functions IQ. We denote Ti,“, as Tik. Clearly we have 
7-j. k z Tkj = id 
P-4 9.P 
Fig. 2. The translation map ri,: 
-WI Isao S’akai 
Nest we define the germ (holonomy map or Poincari map) by 
PP i.i.k = T;i 3 7-i k - T;j: (,r;, p)+(Lb, p), 
for a distinct triple (i.j,k). We denote P;i+l’iiz simply by Pa. By definition we see that 
p;i.k ,p;k.j = id 
and 
i+1- p, _j-~ifI=Tp+3.i--12p~, 
from which we have 
(Ili&~‘)‘: Pa+l 3(lli+?IL~1)-1=(lli+2jLb)‘P~O(lli+ZIL~)-1, 
which we denote simply by 
~;“: (%,Ui+2(p))-*(~,L(i+z(p)). 
We define Tij: (.Zt, ui(p))-+(2, uj(p)) by 
T;‘=(ujlL;) 2 Tik = (u&;)-‘. 
Then \ve have 
Hi= T;-2.i+3, T;l.i+Z 3 T;i’l. 
Next Lve introduce a local translation map of 3: the range of zli. For a small SE ? we define 
the points q, r E 2’ by uj(p) = uj(q), u,(q) = u,(r), u,(r) = u,(p) and uj(r) = u,(p) + s. We define the 
local translation map A;:,: (2, uj(p))+(2, uj(p) +s) by 
Aj.k =L(.O Ti.i 
P+S J 
q.r3 T$(UjIL;)-’ 
for jf k (see Fig. 3). We denote this sometimes as 
‘4$,(t) = t + jd?. 
Fig. 3. The local translation map .A$_S= fk’s. 
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By an infinitesimal calculation we see that 
where R2 denotes the remainder terms of order 22. Note that 
For a point PE U, we define the mapping CL: (Z,@))-+( a,u,(p)) by 
Ca(Ui(p) + t)’ ui3 (“j, Ut)- ‘(“Azdi> uk)- ‘(U,(p) + l, u,(p))* u,(LLj? l(i)- ‘(“j(p)> l’j(p) + t)) 
and C>j: (L’,,p)-+(L’,,p) by 
C;j = (ui 1 Lj,) - I 3 c; j lui 1 Q. 
It is easy to see that C:j is independent of the choice of the level functions 11~ 
By an infinitesimal calculation, we see that CL is of the form: 
Ca(Ui(p) + t) = U,(P) + 2t + R’,(t), 
where R> denotes the remainder terms of order 22. 
3. Calculation of the Poincare map 
We study a non-degenerate analytic 3-web of an open neighbourhood U of 0 E >‘. First 
we assume that the level functions and the web function are of the following form: 
(*) ur =.Y, 
112 = L’, 
u~(x, y) = u(.u, y) = x + y + a(?y - xx”) + R,(.x, y) 
and 
W(t,,r*,t3)=O(tL,tZ)-t3, 
where R, denotes the remainder terms of order 2_4 such that RJt,O)= R,(O, t)=O and 
R,(t, t) = 0. Then 
LA = y-axis, Li =x-axis and Li = { w(x, y) = 01. 
Let (0, y)~Lk. By the normal form (*), we see that 
T& ‘(0, y) = (y, 0). 
Let Ti.3(y,0)=(y,yJ Then, by the equality W(~r,c~~, uJ=cL)(u~, u~)--u~ at the point (_r,yr), 
we have 
W(UIrU2,U3)=W(l(1,U2)-0 
=y+y,+a(y2y1 -~yt)+RJy,y,)=0. 
Thus we have 
y, = -Y-a(y2(-y)-y(--y)‘)+ R;(y) 
= - y + 2ay’ + R:(y). 
Clearly 
r~*‘(_Y,y1)=(O,L.1), 
so we have 
(a) PV3(0, Y) =(O, Y I), 
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and similarly 
hence we have 
P’~3.~(.~,0)=(.~i.o), 
.Y i = - x i ZLY3 + R;(x), 
F;(r) = -I $ 2nt3 + R;(t). 
Next we consider general 14~ and PC’. Let W,(O, 0,O) =a,, i= 1.23, and [ Ct’= 0; = 
.jw(t I, tl)+n,t3 =O; with an analytic function w on _:* such that oJO,O)=q, i= 1.2. Then 
(**) IV(t,, t~.f3~=f~tl,t~,f3)'((l)~t,,t~~+~13t3) 
with an analytic functionf‘withf(O.O,O)= 1. Let ~~ir)=~(r.O), u>(r)=o(O, t) and define the 
functionsf’ and o’ by the next commutative diagram: 
Jw: -3--+ 1 
~i;,:i;.idl 1 II 
f“, LL)‘: -L.-- ;, : 
Then f'(0, 0,O) = 1 and ~‘(t, 0) = ~‘(0. r) = t. 
By Poincare’s linearization lemma, the function A(t) = ~‘(t, t) is conjugate with the linear 
function L(t)=2t by a germ of diffeomorphism h: (X0)-( =:,O) such that 1;‘(O)= 1: 
c*J’(h(t), h(t)) = h(2t). 
Define the functionsf“’ and w” by the next commutative diagram: 
_,“. Cc)‘: -,3- ~, 
I::. k. II) 1 
1' 
,f", wnl: -.3-.-b ::. 
Thenf“‘(0, 0,O) = 1, w”(r, 0) = ~“(0. t) = t and o~“(t, ) = 2t. We can replace the level functions 11, 
with 
ur = /r ? uj s ldi, i z 1, 2, 
UI; = - h(a,u,), 
and the web function W=f.(~+a,t,) with 
U”‘/t,,t,,f3)=~“(t,,t2)-t3. 
Then we have 
(b) W”(U,. U;. 11;) = CJ”(U;, U;)- LL; = 0, 
?ll~.SL(,(0)=~~i, i= 1, 2, 
zn; ‘?u,(O)= - a3, 
and 
w”(t,,t,)=f,+t,+a(t:t,-~t,t:)+R,~t,,t2), 
with a number a E 2. By (a), we have 
(U;‘lp) I phi+ I.i-2; (u;‘ILf)- ‘(t) = -r + 2at3 + R>,,(t), 
i= 1,,2,3, I# i. By this together with (bj, we have 
(Ltlj~~)_p;i’l.iA2z 
(u,!Lh)- l(t)= -t++2aaft3+R(;,,(t). 
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Therefore we proved that for any point lx, J) E L. 
(c) (ui Lf,,).,) ’ P;;.;,‘,‘- 1 : (u,\ L{,,J l(uI(x, y) f t)=1+(x, _y)- t + k,(x, 4’) t’ + KY(t), 
\vhere k[ is a function on U, I + i. In the following we will calculate the function k,. 
By a direct calculation with the form ( **), u’e see that the web curvature of %“(see 
introduction) is 
k(W) (0,O) = k(w -i QfJ (0,O) 
=k(~‘+a,t,) (0,O) 
=4n. 
Therefore we have, by (c), 
k,(O. 0) = 20 a; = + k( W) (0, 0) . W;(O, 0,O). 
Summarizing these results above, Iye have 
PROPOSITION 1.3.1. Let uI,u2,u3 be ieuel functions of a 3-web “Y of 2’ and W a web 
fitnction. Then 
(urlLf,.,,) = Pj;l,’ l.i- 2 0 (u,~L;,,,))- ‘(u,(.u, y)+ t) 
= u,(x, y)- I +f k( Ct’) (x, y)~ W’f(u,, u2, u3). t3 + R_&), 
for If i, where R,,, denotes rhe remainder terms of order 24. 
Next we prove 
PROPOSITION 1.3.2. If a non-degenerate 3-web of an open neighborhood U of OE 2:-’ with 
lele/ficnctions ui and a web function IV is not hexagonal, i.e. the web curcature k(W) is not 
identically rero on c’, then k( It’). W,‘(ul, u2, IQ) is not constant on a leafL;for some i= 1,1,3. 
Proof For simplicity we suppose ui and W’ are of the normal form (*) and 
k(W) (O,O)=a=l and k(W). Wf(u1,u2,uj) is constant on leaves Lb, i=l,2,3. Then we 
have, on the leaf {ul =x0), 
k(W) (x,, y) W :(x0, y, u,(-Y~, y)) = k(W) (x,, 0). W f(x,, 0, x0) 
= k(W) (x,, O), 
and on the leaf {u2=y0), 
k( @‘) (x, ~0). W:(.u, yo. (c)(x, yo)) = k( W) (0, yO). M/:(0, yo, ~'0) 
=k(V (O,Yo), 
from which we have 
This contradicts the supposition k(W) (O,O)= a = 1. 
Therefore we have proven the proposition. 
4. Characteristic sets of two function germs on (Z,O): stable and unstable sets 
Let P, C: (Z,O)-+(S,O) be germs of analytic functions with Taylor expansions 
(P(:)=z-k?+ . . and C(z) = 22. !Ve define the germ S(P, C), U(P, C) at OEC t3 be the 
direct limits of the sets as follows: 
S(P, C) = lim 
OsC.:open i 
-.-. 
lim Cj’i)B’(,-)iC’P’(:).-E U, j- % as i-+ % 
I 
, 
i-m 
where c, P are representatives of C, P and j(i) runs over the set of all sequences of positive 
integers such that the limit exists. Clearly these germs are dependent only on the germs C, P. 
By the definition we have C(S(P, C)) = S(P, C), C(U(P, C)) = U(P, C) and S(P- ‘, CJ = L:(P, C). 
U(P_l,C)=S(P,C). 
The purpose of this section is to prove 
PROPOSITION 1.4.1. Let P(z) =Z - kz3 +. . , C(Z) = 2s be above and assume k f0. Then 
J-1 ,ZcT w, Cl= tfi 3, 
where R c C denotes the real number field. 
In the following we analyze the germs S(P, C) and lJ(P, C). 
First we suppose k = 1, i.e. P(Z) = z-z3 + . . and we analyze in the domain of 
convergence. 
By the Taylor expansion 
J&=z-0z3+~a2z5-~a3z7+~a4z9- . , 
we have 
for any sufficiently small real number z > 0 and a, b with 0 <b < 1 <a. Define sequences of real 
numbers a,, bi and ci by 
ai 
aicl= 
Jl + 2aaf ’ b”“&@ 
ci+1 =P(c,)=c,-cf+ . . . , 
with sufficiently small a, = b, = co > 0. It is easy to see that 
by which, with the inequality above, we have 
(1) 
1 
\;‘2ai + (l/a;) 
=ai<ci(bi=d2&j. 
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Next we claim 
(7) Let IOE >-- 0, r, _ 1 = P(zi) and suppose zi+O. Then 
/=il’>&* 
for i=O, 1, . . with some real number a > 1. 
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Proqf: By the definition of zi,ziT i z;~-z? + O($), we have 
jZji L/ ~/~i! - l;i13 - O’(l=ii”). 
Applying (l), we have 
for 
(3) 
(4) 
lzil 2 
1 
J2a’(i- io)+(l/jzi,i*) 
an a’> 1 and sufficiently large i, from which we have (2). 
Furthermore, under the same condition as (2), we claim 
arg zi-+O or 7-r 
To prove claim (3) we prove the following statements (4)-(6). 
If ni3 < arg zi < 2x/3 or 4x/3 < arg zi < 57r/3 and lzil #O is sufficiently small (i is sufficiently 
large) then lzi\ <I-ii+ iI. 
Proof: By the equality zi+ 1 =zi--:3 + O(zF), we have 
IZi+ ij 2 /ZJ +coslargZi -arg $I./Zi13 + O’(ZS) 
2 I Zil + cos 7r/3 IZi13 + O’(lql”) 
1 lZi/ + f cos 7r/3. IZij3 
=Izil++\zJ3 
> IzilT 
for sufficiently large i. 
(5) If 0<0< IargzJ srr/3 and (zil #O is sufficiently small, then 
1 
largZi,,j </argZi/ -- sin8. Izi12. 
47-r 
Proof. By the definition of zi, we have 
from which we have 
lOgZi+ 1 =lOg (Zi-Z!-O(Z:)) 
= log zi + log (1 -Z’ + O’(Z3)) 
= log zi -z; + O”(Z;), 
largzi+,l= 
1 
VImlogz,+, 
27-r&1 
1 
= ----==Imlogzi- 
1 1 
2rtJ- 1 
-------Im$+ 
2nJ- 1 
~ Im O”(z3) 
27rJ-7 
< argzi-&$sinO/ I-_J’+ 
1 
~ Im Of’($) 
2lrJ7 
<largzil-~sinB-izi12 
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for sufficiently small liZ where we take the branch of log -_ such that log 1 = 0. 
Similarly to (5) above, we can prove 
(6) If 0 <Q < /arg :i - ~:j 5 pi 3 and zi f 0 is sufficiently small, then 
iarg -. -I+ 1 -ill < /arg:i-j?/ -Alsin 81. izLl’. 
By (4) and (5). (6). we see that if zi-‘O then 
for any sufficiently large i, and 
Now we prove claim (3). We suppose arg _i -)+O, 0 < 0 < 7q’3. Then by (5) and (2). we have 
1 
largrii il< /argzil --sin 8. Izi12 
47r 
Since 
<larg~~l--&sin6.&. 
&& 
--*-L as i-+x, 
it then follows that 
But this is a contradiction, so we have proven that 0=0. 
Similarly we can prove that if lar g =J-+8, 0 5 10 - RI< n/3, then 0 = 71. This completes the _ 
proof of claim (3). 
(It is known that a function germ s + a.~‘+ on 2 at 0 is topologically conjugate with 
the normal form x + xi by Carnacho.) 
Proof of Proposition 1.4.1. First we assume that k= 1. By claim (3) 
arg Pi(z)--+O, T(, 
if Pi(z)-+O. Since the expansion C preserves arg P’(z), we see that .S(P. C) c? c 2. To see that 
S(P, C)=‘: c 3 is an easy exercise with the order of the convergence in (1). 
Using the coordinate L=J- 1 2, P and C are of the forms: 
p- ‘(I’) = I’+ 2’3 + 
=&T(z-2=3+ .,=\m p’(z) 
C(L) = g C(z). 
By this and the statement for k= 1, we have 
~(P,c)=s(P-‘,c)=,i~1(p’,c)=J--1,”.c~. 
For k # 1, 0, by the linear coordinate change h: ‘:--+ ?;, h(z) = ,,&, we can normalize k = I. 
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i.e. h-P~h-‘(:)=~--:~+ . Then by the statement above for k= 1, we have 
h(SIP.C))=S(Iz~P~h-‘.Il:C-h-‘) 
=s(h:P~h-‘,c) 
-:c =, 
and similarly 
from uhich we have 
S(P.C)=L U(P,C)=$T 
\I% 
This completes the proof of Proposition 1.4.1. 
5. Proof of Theorem 1.5.1 
In this section, we prove the theorem: 
THEOREM 1.5.1. Let SF= (F,, . , 3, _ ,), F’ = (3;, . , 3;. 1) be germs of non- 
degenerate analytic (n-t l)-webs oJ‘ >” at 0 of codimension 1, and assume that for any 
i=l,. . , nr 1. there are j, k#i suck that the restrictiorl of the subwebs (3,, .F> _Fk), 
(3;. 3-i. .F;) to rke intersections of leaves (’ Lb, 
1 -i i,).k 
n Lz, 0 E Lb, L$ Lb E.F,, L”E~; are 
1~i.j.k 
non-hexagonal. Let k be a germ of komeomorpkism of(C:“,O) suck that 
kI WA) = SY’, i.e. Iz(.Yy) = .Zi, i = 1, . , II + 1, 
Then k or the complex conjugate t? is n comp1e.x analytic diffeomorpkism of (^_“, 0). 
Remark. The condition for %t/, Y’ in the theorem is too strong. This is used only for the 
reduction to the case II = 2. 
Proof of Tkeorem 1.5.1. The statement is for germs of mappings and subsets at the origin 
in 6”. But throughout the proof. we suppose all mappings and subsets are given by their 
representatives in an open neighborhood of the origin, and we shall analyze the germs by 
those representatives. For simplicity we sometimes denote the germs ambiguously as subsets 
and mappings of ‘;j” when this notation causes no confusion. 
Reduction co the case n =2. Let lli, 11; be analytic level functions for 3,, 3:. Then 
k 
( 1 
n Lb = fi Lk and II is a homeomorphism of non-degenerate 3-webs (Yi, Yj .Fk), 
Iz=i. ;.k I=i. j.k 
1.3-1, .Y;, 3;) of the intersections. Applying the statement for n = 2 to these 3-webs, we see 
that the restriction of h (or k) to n Lb is an analytic diffeomorphism and in particular this 
f-i. j.k 
induces diffeomorphisms k, of (S,O) so that the level functions ul, u; are conjugate: 
1l1: ‘;C+ 
Lb. 0 
) 
---( Zc.0) 
1 h 
11;: 
( 1 
0 
,Iz,.).k 
LI; _ (5.0) commutes, 
and either k,, [ = i.j, k are analytic or &, 1= i,j, k are analytic. 
Sincei~mapsaleafofY~ toalsafof9~for/= 1, . n + 1, the level functions II~ and u; are 
conjugate by h and h,: 
111: ( :-“, 0) - Y., 0) 
“1 i:I, u;: ( Y:“. 0) - -., 
commutes for I= 1, . , H+ 1. The result that hi. hj, h, or their conjugate are analytic holds 
for any choice of i.j, k. Therefore hi or k, are uniformly analytic. By the diagram ( * ). vve have 
h=(il;. . tl,)-l(lll. . h”) (Ul. , u,). 
so h or I? is analytic. This proves that the case n=2 implies the case n37. 
Prooffor the ccm II=?. First we suppose that the web %‘,’ 3Y” are of the normal form 
defined by the following lev,el functions with web functions: 
(a) 
and 
where R,. R; are the remainder terms of order 2 4 such that R,(t, 0) = R;(r. 0) = 0. R,(O, t) = 
R’JO, t) =0 and R,(r, t) = RJ’t, r) = 0. Then the leaves are L.; = Lb’ =J-axis and Li = L;j =.Y- 
axis in ::‘. 
We introduce two inv.ariant germs of subsets associated with the web %‘: 
Sb(zZJr)=S(((tIJ-iiL~)~ Pb,,(W )) (113-i/L~)-1)2, (IL3_,lLb)3 C~$F’]~(u,_,;L~)- *I 
=s((P;-‘(Y’y. C) 
and r-@q = Ly(P; -‘(Fy, C), 
for p E Lb. i = 1,2. vvhere S. L are the stable and unstable sets, Pi, ,(T), ~~-‘rZ3, Ci?Y”) are 
the mappings associated with the web %-and C(s)=2z. [By the form of Y Ci(z)=2z, 
so C$‘(-“T) (O,z)=(O,2z) and C:.‘(Y) (z,O)=(2z,O). For definitions, see $1.2.1 Note that 
.S,@‘-) = S;(V) and U@~j = U$/l’) holds by definition. 
First we assume the following condition (G): 
(G) k, k’ # 0 and the function k( Lt.). Ct’,(.u, 0. X) restricted to L.: = x-axis is non-singular at 0. 
Then arg k( It’). CV’,ts.O.s) is non-singular at 0 restricted to the real lines Si or 
Cri = t’/- .Si as a real-valued analytic function. Here we assume the former case (for the 
latter case, the argument goes the same). 
By Proposition 1.2.1, vve have 
(~&$(t)= r -/‘it It/‘)(.u,O). Ct’;(s,O,.u). t3 + R,(x,O) (t), 
vvhere k(LV’) is the web curvature of ni. 15: k(W) (0,O) LVz(O, 0,O) = k( I,t”) (0,O) = k and 
IVi= ?kV;?ti. By Proposition 1.4.1. we have 
S’ - 
1 
cx.o’ - ~ k(W) (x, 0) cv:(.u, 0, Ix) 
? c z;, 
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and similarly we have 
Define the following real analytic mappings. 
bf,: (” x s;, (O,O))-+( -::: O), 
Ml: (S:, x v&(o,o))+(-:,o), 
M,: (U:, x s;, (O,O))-+( 2, O), 
where + ,$’ is the local translation map of the range of cl2 defined in Section 1. Denote that 
C,;=M1(-,x), c;=ILI,(S;,L’), c~;=M,(U&L.) 
and let G,. G,. G, be the collections of manifolds 
G,=(C.;IXES;)., G2=(C_;I~~LI;}, G,=(C:ly&j). 
PROPOSITION 1.5.2. Assume that the real-valued function arg k(W) (x,0). CV~(s,O,s) 
restricted to the real line Si( W) is topologically non-singular at 0 E 3’, Then G,, G3 are germs of 
real analytic foliations of 3 = F:’ of codimension 1, and G, forms a reul analytic foliation of 
codimension 1 on u germ of a deleted neighborhood U of SA - 0 in ‘Z at the origin 0 E 3’, on \vhich 
(G,, G,, G,)forms a non-degenerate 3-web. Here a germ of a deleted neighborhood means a germ 
of a subset at OE O2 represented by a set of the form VI-(SA -O), U’ being an open 
neighborhood of S&O in 2 at the origin, 
Proof: Since Sh, CA= J-1 SA are real lines and dAlJO)=id: r,Z:+I-,,s for i=2,3, 
-Cl?, .LLI, are germs of real analytic diffeomorphisms and Gz, G, are germs of non-singular real 
analytic foliations of codimension 1. Clearly G, and G, are in general positions. So we 
consider for G, and G1. 
Since G, is real analytic, the singular point set 
Z: = ((j., x) E ?. x Silthe leaf Ci is not transversal to the foliation G$ at M l(j., x)) 
is real analytic. It is easy to see that if C=? x Si then Ci =SA for any XE S$ HoLvever 
arg k ( W) (x, 0). W$x, 0, x) is topologically non- singular at 0 x S& so icI 1 is an open map 
outside the subset 0 x .Si by the form of M,. Therefore E is a proper real analytic subset, and 
there is a germ of deleted neighborhood U of (?!-0) x 0 in (Z-0) x Si -C at 0 x 0 and the 
foliations G,. G, are in general positions on the germ of deleted neighborhood M,(U) of 
Sh-0 in “, at 0. This proves Proposition 1.5.2. 
Now we prove Theorem 1.5.1. The following is a part of the theorem. 
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PROPOSITION 1.5.3. ,4ssrrmr condition (G) anti rhe ocher assumptions clboce. Let h, hi be 
germs of komeomorpkisms such rkili rke fbliowinq diuyriim commiifes: 
(**I 11,: ( 2.0)-( l.0) 
/: i 1 iI 
11;: ( ‘.O) -( ‘.OL 
for i= 1 . 2, 3. Tken II 1 = h2 = 12, ad 11 = (12 ,, h2) id h. k, or rkeir zotljfqafes I;. I;, at-2 compler 
anczlytic di,eomorpkisms. 
Proof: It is clear that 11 L= I[? = A, and h = (11 I, 11~) hold by the normal form (a). So NX have 
only to prove hz is a complex analytic diffeomorphism at OE 
Recall that the real analytic 3-webs G=(G,, GZ, G;). G’=(G;. G;, G;) ofcodimenjion 1 of 
_-. are constructed purely by the topological structure of the webs ?Y”; 2 ‘. So kve have 
k,(G,)= G:. 
from which: with Proposition 1.4.1. we have 
for .Y E .S’i( W)C 2. Since the real-valued function arg k( Ct’) (x,0). C+‘:(.Y, 0, s) restricted to the 
real line S,$ CV)c > is non-singular at OE =-, the function arg k( W’) (,.Y, 0). IIFi2(s,0, s) 
restricted to Si( W’) c “f is also topologically non-singular at OE 2. So, by Proposition 1.52. 
(G,, G1, GJ, (G;, G>, G;) form non-degenerate real analytic 3-webs of codimension 1 on 
germs of deleted neighborhoods C. C:’ of S,$ Ct.) - 0, .SA( W’) - 0 in = at the origin. By Dufour’s 
theorem (Lemma l.l.l), 1~~ is a real analytic diffeomorphism restricted to the non-empty set 
CJ n h; ‘(U’). 
By the diagram (**), we have the follolving commutative diagram: 
*** ( ) +;‘3(w)x: (<:,o) h( :. s) 
iI2 I I I! > 
+ $“( W’) h#): ( -., 0) -( -, h&4), 
for any point x E Z. By this diagram, we see that 
h2 is a real analytic difleotnorpkistn of ( 1.0). 
Since the homeomorphism kz carries all right-angles in Z- formed by real lines Sk,,O,( W) 
and U&,,( CV) = y/-l .S& 0,( M’) passin, 0 through OE I- for .YE 55 to the right-angles of 
%,,(x,.O)( W and ~f&,x~.~, (W’) at OE ?. we see that h2 or the complex conjugate L2 is 
conformal at OE 2, respectively Lvhether k, is orientation preserving or not. Again by the 
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diagram ( *** ), hl or ii2 is conformal on a neighborhood of 0 E 7. Then Riemann’s theorem 
says that h2 or hZ is complex analytic at OE t:. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 1.5.3, which is a particular case of Theorem 1.5.1 
for n = 2 and condition (G) holding. Next we consider for general case of n = 2. 
Since the curvatures k( N’). k( W’) of 9; YY” are not identically zero on a neighborhood of 
the origin OE~Z~ by Theorem 1.1.1 and the assumption of Theorem 15.1, there is a point 
p E? sufficiently close to the origin such that k(W) (p), k( W’) (h(p)) # 0. By Proposition 1.3.2, 
k( CV) Ct’f(u 1, u2. uj) is not constant on a leaf Lf = u; ‘(ui(q)) for a sufficiently small n,(q) and an 
i= 1.23. So we may assume, in addition, that k( IV). W~(U,.U~, n3) is non-singular at p 
restricted to La. This property is inherited after changing the functions rli to the normal form 
(a). Applying Proposition 1.5.3 to the re-formed webs, we see that h(F) is complex analytic at 
pi 1’ and hj(Fj) is complex analytic at uj(p)~ 3 for j= 1,2,3. Again by the diagram (***): 
(***) +jdkQp): (Z,O)- (G u,(p)) 
h, I I h, 
+‘dku:(h(p)): (Z,O)--- (2, c~;@(P)))> 
[which we gave in the proof of Proposition (1.5.3)], we see that hj(kj),j= 1,2,3 are complex 
analytic at OE Z. Hence h=(u,. 11~)~ ’ (II,, hJ (u,, u2) (or 17) is complex analytic at the origin 
OE j13, 
This completes the proof of Theorem 15.1. 
92. .APPLICATION TO THE PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY OF PROJECTIVE SPACE CURVES 
In this section we study the geometric structure of the d-webs 3%: generated by projective 
curves C” c 9” of degree d. The d-web ?F’c is defined to be the collection of dual hyperplanes 
J” =$n_lCp’,V, y E C. Let E(FW,) c 7; be the set of points XEP,” where Y< is not a non- 
singular d-web (for definition, see $2.1). The structure of C(YJ is studied in the later sections, 
2.1. Proof of Theorem 2.1.3 
We say two webs -W;,, ?!J$ generated by algebraic curves C, C’c F,, are topdogically 
equicalent if there is a homeomorphism h of p” such that, for any leaf xv, .x E C, of %‘c, the 
image h(s”) is a leaf x’” for an X’ E C’. Then we denote h: F’+UFc~ or h(?%:) =%‘& Our 
problem is to classify all webs pc up to this equivalence relation. 
In this section, we denote by P(x,, . . , x.) the subspace spanned by .-cl, . . , x, in Tn and 
denote by F,Z(xr, . . , x,) the restriction of *7c to P(x,, . , x,). 
We define two singular sets envl(Z>) and degn(Y2) as follows: 
envl(%‘J = {x E p,,” 1.x” has contact with C at a smooth point or xv n C(C) # 0) 
=~x~~;,“lm,,(.u”,C)~2 for an x’Ex”) 
= {X E ?,” I the geometric number of points of X” n C is less than d) 
degn (Fe) = {x E PJ Ix ” nC is non-singular and degenerate in x ” = ?:, _ I 1 ’ 
where E(C) is the set of singular points of C and “degenerate” means that some distinct n 
points .Yt, , s, e.x” n C are coplanar in xv, i.e. x1, . , s, do not span xv. The variety 
envl (Y:) is known as the dual cnriety of C defined similarly to the dual plane curve 
(see [22,28]). 
The detailed structure of X(%2) is investigated in $2.2. First se oRer the following 
proposition. 
PROP05lTlO!S 2. 1.1. xlti,) = degn (%‘c) u envi (tip). 
P~ooJ: Let the multiplicity be t~z,,(.~’ , C) = m, for xi E .Y” n C. Then the geometric number 
ofpointsoftheintersection ~“‘n Cisli’=d--Z,(mi- l).Thisshows thatjust ri’leaves ofscare 
passing through x. So we have envl (Y~)cI(%C). 
Let .Y $ envl I%~). Then q = 1 for any xi c x y n C and x ” meets C transversely at 11 distinct 
points x1, , sd. The germs (C. xi) generate germs of non-singular foliations ;7, at .Y, which 
form a non-degenerate if-\veb of codimension 1 if and only if I” n C is nondegenerate 
m I” =1,_:. 
ProoJ: Clearly h’ is a continuous map of C into C’. and (II-‘)” 7 II“ =id holds by 
detinition. So II” is a homeomorphism. Since P(.u,. . .Y,_~)~‘~.Y’ =P(.x,. , s,,_~,.Y)” 
for s6C. and h(P(s,. , .u,_~..~)‘~)=P(~I”(.~~), . ~z”(.~,_~).h”(.~)), we have 
III/;l/,(.uL, , r,_2))=~i/~If“(S1)_ , k”(.U”_,)). 
Xow we state our main theorem in this section. 
THEOREV 21.3. Let C. C’ c y ,, be algebraic cl1rre.s it1 the projectire n-space (n 2 2) ofdegree 
rl, ‘ltlri KC. i;/ C. he the d-rvebs generated by C, C’, respecricely, trnd let h be a hor,leonlorphist~f of 
the ti1rul spnce _ ,” sitcll that h(ZC) = ?TF,. If C. C’ we irreducible and non-degenerate, i.e. me not 
corlrairwl (11 a hyperplane. mrd d 2 n + 2, then h or the cotnples cotljugnte his CI projectire linear 
fr.clrisJhrr)lirrio~~ 01’ T ,,’ end in particular C’ is isomorphic to either C or its conjuynte c: the 
induced hov~eomorphim h”:C-+C’ is given by (‘h)-‘: C-C or (‘II) -I: C-+(?‘--+C’. 
Proof: Let J E -z -.Y(W;) and (x1, . xd) =~‘“n C and n: 5n--;z be the projection 
with the center -n_3=P(sl. . . .u,_,) to P(x,, , -Y~_~)‘~*, where * denotes the dual 
projective space of itself as i 1 not in zJn, The closure of the image ~(C-.Y~. , x,_ ?) c Fz is 
again an irreducible and non-degenerate algebraic curve of degree d -(n-2), which we 
denote by C(sl, . s,_~). Since dzn++, we have 1I-(n-2)2.4. 
Now we prove 
PROPOSITION 2.1.3. The restriction ?Yi(xlr , ,Y,_ ?) is the Ireh of z = P(x,, , .y, _ 2)” 
gemrated b.1: r/12 algebraic wrce C(.u,, . , X, _ ?) CT I = P(u Ir , .Y,, _ 2) I' * (dual space). 
Proof The leaves P(.u,. .) S,,_t)Vr.S”=P(.xl,. .) ,Y,_2..Y)‘J. XEC, of 
gc(r,. . .Y~_~) are the intersections of the dual hyperplane of n(s) in ?,, with 
P(.l,, , I,_~). So we see that P~(si,. , .Y,_~)=%& ,,,,,, ynm2,. This proves the 
proposition. 
By the above proposition. Graf-Sauer’s theorem applies to the algebraic plane curve 
C(.Y-,. , s, _ :) and the induced d - (n - 2)-ueb of the intersection ? 1 = P(s,, , x, _ 2) c 
-,F of leaves xiv, and says that any 3-subueb of %P(.Y~, . , x,, _ J is nokvhere hexagonal 
outside the singular set Z(I/,(.u,, , x-J). 
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Since Z(%‘;) = degn (?Vc) u envl (P’W,) is defined pure topologically. h(E(%;)) = Z%i,.) holds. 
Theorem t.5.1 says that h or the conjugate r?is complex analytic outside the singular set 
E(?Y ;). which is proper subvariety of ? ,” since C is non-degenerate. By Hartog’s extension 
theorem. 11 or F is a complex analytic automorphism of z,“. hence a projective linear 
transformation of ?=. 
The other statement is easy to see. This completes the proof of Theorem 21.4. 
In terms of algebraic geometry. the theorem can be rephrased as follows. 
COROLLARY 2.13. Let C, C’ be Riemann surfaces and let E, E’ be linear sysrems of @tctice 
dicisors of degree d with no base points such that the associated morphisms YE: C-E * . -FE,: 
C”- E’ ” are birational and d - 2 2 dim E = dim E’ 2_ 2. Suppose that there is a honzeomorphism 
h: C-C’ such that h(E)=E’, i.e. h(Xaixi)=Zzih(.u,)~ E’~~,.Y~E E. Then h: C-C’ is a 
holomorphic or anti-holomorphic difjomorphism respecticely whether h is orientation pre- 
serring or trot. 
Proof: We identify the linear system IDi, DEE with ?(H’(C, 0((Q))) by ~:Ui.Uif’Di * 
~EH’(C, O(iDl)) with s-‘(0)=Eaixi, and we suppose E c]Di =Fdin D;. The morphism .~FE: 
C-E” is defined by .YEC+H,V, where H, = {Ca,x, E E\xi = I for an i) c E. Then the image 
r? c E” of C is a non-degenerate curve of degree d which generates the d-web %: on E with the 
leaves H,. s E C. 
The homeomorphism h: C+C’ preserves the linear systems E, E’ so h induces a 
homeomorphism \I” : E-, E’ which maps a leaf H,, .Y E C, to a leaf H,+), h(x) E C’, therefore 
h ” (?Y?) =P;‘. Then Theorem 2.1.3 says h” or the complex conjugate F;” is a projective linear 
transformation and (‘h”)-l or (*I?“)-’ is a transformation of 5: to c’, which lifts to an 
isomorphism of C to C’, i.e. the original homeomorphism h. 
This completes the corollary. 
Riemann-Roth theorem says that dim ID\ =d + 1 -g+dim !K-Dl, where K is the 
canonical divisor and g is the genus of C. So, ifd 2 g + 2 then dim IDi 2 2 and a linear system E 
of dimension 2 (net) exists. So roughly speaking, a complex structure of a Riemann surface C 
of genus g is determined by a 2-dimensional family of linearly equivalent g + 2 (g 2 2) or 4 
(g= 1) point subsets of C. 
7 7 _.-. Structure of the encelope set em1 (%2): the dual space cwres and the dual rvebs 
In this section, we turn to the study of the envelope set envl (@;)cF,V of the web 9; 
generated by a projective curve C c P,. 
Let 4: c-+C be the normalization and $ =(40, , 4,): (?+‘YA1 -0 be a local lift of 4. 
Suppose that 4 is non-degenerate, i.e. the Wronskian Ui(b,, , 4,) is not identically 
zero on c, in other words, C is not contained in a hyperplane. Let Greg= C-sing C, 
C,=C,,,-4(W-‘(0)) and &,=c-w-‘(O). 
Let 11. .i. . l(%Y‘J cenvl (Vc) c ?,,” be the set of points y whose dual hyperplanes J ” 
have contact with Co of order 2 if 1, and envl’ (%$)=zl. .i. s 1 (ST>) (closure). The 
osculating i-plane Osc’ C6(!) of C at 4(t)EC, is the i-plane Pi which has a contact with C at 
4(t) of order zi+ 1. It is the i-space spanned by the vectors &~),...,#~-~‘(t) if rank 
i 
$07 , 6, 
& 1. . , &- l 
(t)=i or especially cY($,, . . , 4,) (t) #O. The osculating i-planes 
give the i-bundle. Osc’ C+c over e, which we call the osculating i-bundle of C, and we 
denote the restriction over co by Osc’ Co. 
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By definition, El. .‘. 1 (#(-I. sncl’ (iF,j are the union of the dual spaces of Osc’ C,. 
s E C,. C, respectively, and we have 
3 i 
” =envl” (/l,)2envl’ (2Ycc)3 3envi”-’ (Xc)3 . 
[In the following. we show that dim 11, ; ,I (iTc)=rl-i, i= I, , n.] The varieties 
envl’ (Xi), envl”-L(%~) are known as the dual corirrj, and the decal cruw of C, 
respectively. We denote envl”-’ (/Y,) = C ’ which is given by the local mapping: 
4” =( CV,(4,. ) $!I,,: : W”(&. ) a,,,, 
vvhere I+;(&, . , d,,)=( - 1)’ Ct’(40, , &i- Ir qiT 1, , 0,). By an easy calculation we 
have 
from which we have 
kV(&. ) 4,). cV(Irb. . rt,)=(- I).‘. rr;i$ho,. . , 4”yC1, 
so we see that 
jt/(q&, , . @,) Ii) = 0 H W’( ct’o. , It’;) (t) = 0. 
By Cramer’s rule, vve have 
&’ E’( It’& , CV,,=( - 1 j.“’ Ir’,iW,. , Cc/,,,’ wcr#l,, , 4”). 
This sho\hj the dualities of the correspondence of space curves: 
(j(?)=C++C =4”(C). 
and bundles 
(Ojc' C)" =OjC"-i-l C" 
over c and 
envl’ I//c)=P~(Osc”-i-l C”), 
w,here P” denotes the natural projection into the dual space 7”“. 
Since the projection P”: (@co C,,) ’ =OY.?‘-’ C; =;;-?nd has everywhere rank zn-- 1. 
P ’ has only singularities of type .-lk, k =O. 1. ( = Morin x1* k. 1 singularity). By the 
singular type, ; is filtered by subbundles as: 
n-1 
““” x ~3~=~o(p’)2~~(P’)3., .3X’ ” l(P“)L.. ) 
\vhere 21. .i. l(P ‘) is the set of points vvhere P ’ is of type Z*. .‘. 1, jzi. 
The projection P ‘: Od-‘- ’ C; --+;,” is given locally by the mapping: 
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so we see by an easy induction, that 
~1, f ,l(pv)=oscn-i-l cl, 
qp”: Cl, f .l(p”),?,“),p. ::: *l(P”), 
p”(x.1.. f .‘(p”)_(p”))=p”(osc”-‘-1 C,“)=Cl. f .l($q), 
i- 1 i+l 
andP”(Z~~~~~~~(P”))=~~~~~~~~(“Xy~)istheenvelopesetof~~~-~-~~(~~)foliatedbyfibres 
of OSCn-i-* c;. 
Conversely we have also 
P”(OS~“-~-~ C”)=tan envli+’ (F>) 
ii1 
=tan p”(zl.. .l (p”))=p”(Cl.. f .l(p”)) 
= envl’ (%Q, 
where tan X denotes the tangent variety of X which is the closure of the union of tangent 
spaces of X at non-singular points. 
Summarizing the facts above, we state the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.2.1. We hare sequences: 
p v n =envlO (-Yi)3envl’ (V/‘c)3. .3 envl”-l(%>)=CY, 
?n=envlO(?Y> v)zenvl’ (?Y; v)3.. .3envl”-‘(F; v)=C 
envl’(Y>)=tan envli+‘(Fc)=(tan)“-‘-’ C”, 
=p”(osc”-‘-1 C”) 
envl’(%>)” =envl”-‘- ‘(%2 v ), 
for i=l,. . . , n-l. 
Next we prove 
PROPOSITION 2.2.2. 
envl(%J = envl ‘(Y$) v (sing C)” 
=(tanye2 C”u(sing C)” 
= tan (tan(. . . (tan C “)). .)u(sing C)” 
Proof. The inclusion envl (W;,) 3 envl’ (Y’J u (sing C)” is clear. Suppose 
x E envl (-Kc)-(sing C)" . Then the dual hyperplane has a contact with Crcg of order 2 2 
at 44. Since the matfix +blj , . . . , 4klj (t) has rank 2, x is in the dual space of the line 
spanned by 4(t), 4(l) (t). The closure of the union of those dual spaces is precisely the 
set envl’ (WC). So the converse of the inclusion holds. The other part of the statement 
follows from Proposition 2.2.1. 
The structure of Z(Y&(C - Co)” is more complicated and depending on the degeneracy 
of bv(4,, . . , 4,). But we will not discuss this any further here. 
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if’s remark that all singular subssts above are defined only by the topological properties 
of ths web U,& //> v, because order of contact of subspace with C’, C ’ is a topological 
quantity which can be recovered by the topological structure of %C, %C v. 
Finally to analyze the bvhole singular set Z(%;)=envl (Y/c) degn (3;) in a ~vay similar to 
the above, we define the secant variety: 
se?(C)= [P(.u,, 1 s,)/.Y~E C are all distinct and dim P(.Y,, . , x,)~n--3j 
Then by definition we have 
degn (22) = (se?’ C) ” 
Of course we can define a filteration of set” C by the degree of degeneracy in the same 
manner as envl’ (p;). However, the author does not know whether there exists anq’ duality 
like Propositions 22.1 and 2.22, between subsets of degn (9:) and degn (3: v ) nor ivhat the 
set (set” C)” is. 
For a point p E 7” - C. the normal bundle of the projection np of C from p is defined by 
_fi;=$ TF‘,_,/TC. 
The structure of J~2 is completely translated into the geometry of the hyperplane section 
P ’ .Z,. A purely geometric approach might be helpful to understand J’& In the papers [17. 
IS, 201. very interesting problems are discussed on J;. 
2.3. Gr$Sauer’s theorem, quasiproduct 
In the following sections, we consider the case that the curve Cc P, is of degree 5 II + 1. 
This is exceptional in Theorem 2.1.3. 
Here we refer to 
THEOREM 2.3.1. (Gr&Sauer [7]) Let (Ci, xi), i= 1,3,3, be germs ofnon-singular projectice 
curres in F2 with xi ES “(x E 7;) all distinct and let Vbe the 3-web generated by ( Ci, xi), 
i= 1,2,3. Then Y‘is hexagonal at .y if and only if (Ci, xi) are germs of a common cubic 
curre C. 
The proof the theorem and beautiful pictures of hexagonal 3-webs of cubic curves are 
found in L-71. 
This theorem hints that the web structure of 5Y: of cubic curves is everywhere 
homogeneous off the singular set Z(%‘J, and so may admit many topological symmetries 
other than its projective symmetries. 
In another point of view, it is known that cubic curves, possibly singular, admit group 
structure on their smooth parts. This structure is, as well known, intrinsically implied by 
Abei’s theorem, which implies also the hexagonality of the webs. These relations are 
summarized and generalized in [ll]. Now we recall some results on these subjects, which is 
preliminary for the forthcoming sections. 
A symmetric quasigroup is a set E with a binary composition law E x E-+ E: (.u, J)-+x = y 
with the condition: 
_Y~y=y~x, xo(x3y)=y. 
In other words, the law is defined by a subset of relations LEc E x E x E, invariant under the 
permutations of three entries such that the projections Pi: L,-+E x E forgetting the i-th 
factors are bijective: x 0 y= z if (x, y, z) E L,. If E is an analytic manifold and LE is an analytic 
hypersurface we say E is an analytic quasigroup. 
We introduce a new composition law .defined by 
x.y=U~(x~y), 
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for a base point (unit) u E E. Then 
(X, J, z) E L, 0 I (y z) = (.K y) -_ = u - 11. 
We call E an Abelian symmetric quasigroup if the new composition. makes E an Abelian 
group. Then, for any U’C E, the corresponding composition is again Abelian (see [23]). 
Let Cc ?I be an irreducible cubic curve in the projective plane and Crsg be its smooth 
part. The relation L,c Cj_ is defined as 
(x, y, Z) E Lc 0 x, y, -_ E Greg are collinear. 
We will see that L, is a non-singular surface if C is a non-singular curve, i.e. an elliptic curve. 
The group structure of the cubic curve Greg is defined as above with this symmetric 
quasigroup. 
If C is reducible, i.e. contains a line L as an irreducible component, then x ; !: is not 
defined for any x, y E L. However, we can define the group structure on it. (For a space curve 
C c ? n of degree n + 1, we can define an n-nary symmetric quasiproduct.) 
The web structure of cubic curve is equivalent to the symmetric quasigroup structure of 
the curve, which is the geometry of the surface Lee Cj,,, foliated by the coordinate lines in 
C& forming a 3-web of codimension 1 on Lc. 
1. h’on-singular curces of degree n,n+ 1 
In this section we study the structure of the web ‘77; for the case that C is a non-singular 
curve of degree n, n + 1 in projective II space. 
It is known that such a curve is a rational or an elliptic curve. In general, any curve in 7” is 
obtained by projecting a normal curve in projective space of dimension 2~. By a 
generalization of Propositions 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, the web generated by the projection is given by 
the plane section of the web of the normal curve. So, in this section, we restrict ourselves to the 
case of rational or elliptic normal curves in projective n space. 
A. The rational normal curve. This curve is projectively equivalent to the twisted curve which 
is given by the Veronese imbedding: 
v(t)=(l:t:tZ: . . :t”):“, 4 P,. 
Let ti, i= 1, , n be distinct points. Then the intersection of the dual hyperplanes 
w(t)= /!J c(tJ” in p,* is the dual of the image of the matrix 
i=l 
1,t,,t:,.. .) t; 
!: 9 l,t,,t,2 ).,.) t;
of which the n x n minors give the Plucker coordinates of the image. We can calculate this as 
0” =(rJJI: 0,_irI:. . :rI), 
where n(r) = n (ti - rj) and oi is the basic symmetric polynomial a,(t) = Zt,, . . . tsl, where 
i<j 
(Sl, . , si} runs over all i point subsets of (1, . . , n}. By this form we see that cL’: 
-n .-i--Ad?:, extends analytically to the mapping v”: ?i;-+Zn: c” =(G,: ~,,_i: . : Go: 1) 
(the quotient map) so that 
u”((t1,. . ) t”)E~‘l~ti=t:})=C(t:)” c”,“. 
So -W;, is octahedral. 
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.r\ homeomorphism of %:C hfts to an equivariant homeomorphism of In preserving the 
octahedral rl-web with leaves &=[(tl,. . r,)~“;/t,=til. f;s- ,.i=l.. _. . n. so of the 
form ir x x h with a homeomorphism 11 of z I, 
Conversely, any homeomorphism h of l, induces a homeomorphism h” of -7 hence a 
homeomorphism of the quotient space (5,. #i). By this correspondence, we have: 
PR~POSIXON 2.1.1. Ler Cc ;n be (I rational normal curre irl projectire n-sprtcg. Then 
Homeo (%‘;.I= Homeo (- [) 
17td 
Homeo (i;/,)nPGL(n+ 1, )=Aut i- I). 
rvhere Homeo (2;) denotes the group of homeomorphism o/Z;, 
Let 
A’= [(rl, . , t,)~z;li+ 1 of tj’s are the sameic?“. 
Then we have 
L‘ ’ (A’) = envl’(Y’;) irreducible for i = 0, . n - I 
Y(A’)=envlL[iYC)=Z(%C), 
rY(An-‘)=Cv: dual curve. 
Since I’ = (1: 6,: : CT,,), the restriction 1’ “‘/A n-1 is the Veronese imbedding. So the dual 
curbe C” is again a rational normal curve. 
In the following we refer to a result by Piene (261: 
PR~POSITIOY 2.42. Let Cc z n be a rarionnl normal curl;e. Then envl’ (NC) is an irrducible 
rctriet!, of ifimensiot~ n - i ad 
f‘or i=O. , n-1. 
degree envl’ (?Y:)=(i+ 1) (n-ii), 
Proof The degree is presented in [26]. The other statements are seen above. 
B. The elliptic normal curre of degree n + 1 (non-sinyular crrrre of degree I: - 1 with 
yenus 1). This curve is projectively equivalent to the elliptic normal curve canonicallq 
imbedded in ?,. First we recall a classical result on the elliptic curve. 
The elliptic curve C is a complex manifold given by the quotient of _. by a non-degenerate 
lattice A = (IX~,,, (112). The complex structure of C is determined by the we!]-knownj invariant: 
4(;2-;.+ 1)3 
.I(/-) = 27;-Z(l_ 1)’ ’ 
;,p2, 
w 1 
An imbedding of C into P, is given by doubly periodic functions. Here we refir to the 
paper by Hulek [IO] for an explicit construction of and imbedding of C with degree n + 1: 
The Weierstrass G function is defined bq 
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With respect to translations by w,,w~, the following fundamental formula holds: 
cohere vi is the period constant of the Weierstrass <-function. 
Case n 2 2. ecen. For p, q E 2. define 
and 
BP&) = G 
i 
pw1 + l/W’2 
2 - 1 n+l ’ 
WC -e*p (-$L!L$k), o=exp (-i!), 
X,(I) = earn. 0”‘. em”“. ~,,~(s). G~,~(z), 
Case n >= 3, odd. 
fG=exp [-+(q,to, +v+I,)] 
and 
s,(~)=~~.O~‘.~“““~,.~(-_). . .5.,,,(z). 
Then we see that .Y “+ I +,(~)=.u,(~) for any integer tn. s,,, , xy, form a basis of 
T(O,((n+ l)O)), and that the map c=(x,: . : .s,): C 4 -“=- T(O,((n+ 1)O)). is a 
non-degenerate nornal imbedding of degree n + 1. 
Let E= exp [(hfl)/(n + l)]. Then the follovvings hold: 
(1) .ui(-z)-.(- t)n+‘.Yyi(~) 
0 1 
-y, ( ) z-- -xi+l(/) n+t 
(3 .Y 
w 
‘i _ ( 1 7+-L n+l - e’ xi(z), 
where _ means that equality holds up to a common nowhere vanishing function 
independent of i. Then, by (2) and (3) the action of the group YnT 1 x I,+, of translations by 
cJ,!(nf l), o,/(rz+ 1) is compatible with the action on C= ‘~:/A generated by 
By (I) the involution 
(x0:. . : X,)H(.K,:x~:. . : s”_1) 
(x0: . . 2”) H (x0: E.-t 1: . : &“.K”). 
induces 
The 
(x0:. :x,)++(xg: x-1:. . :x-J 
the involution I-+ --z on C= ::/A. 
inverse of the imbedding c is given by the Abelian integral 
z(z) t-+ dz-2 (mod A). 
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Then .L\bsl’s theorem says that two divisors 
i$o L.(ai)l iio L.(bi) 
ure lineurlr~ equiralrnt .ffaand only if 
i$oaiGi$obi (m d A). 
Let T,, _ 1 = (x,, = 01 c ?” and c(C). ??,_ I = i u(pi), pi E C = 2/A. This theorem is rephrased 
,=0 
as: 
c(zJ, i = 0, , n are coplanar 
By the explicit form of X,(Z), we see 
n: even 
n: odd, 
so, in both cases, we have 
2 pi=0 (mod A). 
I=0 
Therefore we have proven that: 
ui:J. :j E C = -./A, i = 0, . . , n are coplanar if and only if’ 
i$Ozi~O (modA). 
Then we denote the hyperplane P,_ 1 with P,_ 1. c(C)= ti(zJ + . . + u(z,) by P(z,, . , z,) 
and cv(zo, , zn)= h c.(zJ” =P(z,, . , z,)“. 
i=o 
Let 
L = ((z,, , zn ) C”+l/X~i~O mod A} c C”+’ 
and 
Ai= {(zO, . . , z, )~C”*‘(i-t 1 of zjs are the same) 
[A” n L consists of (n + 1)’ points.] We see that: 
P1zo. , 5, ) has contact with Cn+l = u(C) of order 2 i + 1 if and only if (zo, , I”) E A’, 
and the map c”:L-+?,,” possesses the following properties: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(1) 
IS) 
t‘” is an n + l-sheeted covering with branch locus A’ (the quotient map by the symmel 
group), 
r”(zi=a)=c(a)“, 
/q, _ , is octahedral off the sinqlclar set C(Fc,, ;), 
c “(Ai) = envl’(P& ,) is irreducible, 
cv (A”- ‘)= the dual curue of C,_ I, 
:ry 
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(6) ~.“(4’)=(n+ 1)’ singular points of ,“(A”-‘) 
= dua!s of hyperosculating hyperplane of C,, I at n + 1 torsion points, 
(7) envl’(Y;_+ ,) = Z(Y%Y;” f I ) (for the n+ 1 web of L is nowhere degenerate). 
Here we refer again to a result from [26]. 
PROPOSITION 2.4.5. Let C,, 1 c 5” be the elliptic normal curve of degree n-i- 1. 7&n 
envl’(%Q is an irreducible variety of dimension n-i and 
degree envl’ (Yc)=(i+ 1) (n+ 1). 
Proof. The degree is presented in [26]. The other statements are seen above. 
Now we consider the topological symmetry of the web Y>,+, of >,“. 
Let A=(~,,w~),A’=(cr)‘,,w~) be non-degenerate lattices of <: and Cn+i, C”+i be the 
corresponding elliptic normal curves canonically imbedded in P, as above, and suppose that 
the associated (n + I)-webs %Q + I, Vc:, f I are topologically equivalent by a homeomorphism h 
of ‘;,“. Then h induces a homeomorphism h”: Cn+l+Cb+l such that /I”“+‘: L,-tL,,. is a 
homeomorphism and (n + 1). h ” (0) - 0 mod A’ (Proposition 2.1.2). Composing with the 
translation T: (Z/A, h” (O))-+(C/A’, 0), To h” is an isomorphism of :%/A to Z/A’ as topological 
groups, hence a real linear isomorphism of the torus group T2, which we identify naturally 
with an element of CL (2,2) acting on the lattice Z x Z?“C~“,~ =‘Z. So h” is a composition of 
Tzh” gGL(2,Z) with T-r, T-‘(o)~:?~+i x%,+t c T2. These compositions form a lattice 
(z”+i x?&+t )-preserving subgroup G of the affine transformation group of T’. Note that 
the group G is an extension of CL (2, Z) by Z,, 1 x Zi,+ 1: 
O-a”+l x$+1 -+G-+GL(2,Z)+O. 
From now on we denote G by semi-direct product GL(2,T) M (Z, +, x I;” + 1). 
Conversely any linear isomorphism h”: c/A-+ Z/A’ preserving the lattice ;:,,+ I x -“+ 1 
induces a homeomorphism h of “i,” such that h(Y& ,) =%$, ,. 
Summarizing the results above, we have 
PROPOSITION 2.4.3. For any elliptic normal curves C, C’c P, of degree n + 1, the associated 
(n + 1)-webs Vc, ‘k”,., are topologically equivalent. 
Let C = C’, i.e. A = A’. The correspondence above of the group G with homeomorphisms 
of -W;: to Vc,, gives a representation of G in the group Homeo (FJ. It is easy to see that 
GnPGL(n+ l,C)=Zi~(Z,+, x7 An_ i), where Zi is the cyclic subgroup of GL(2, Z) generated 
by (i= 6) if A is triangular, and (i=2) 
otherwise. 
Finally we summarize the results as follows. 
PROPOSITION 2.4.4. Let CcP, be an elliptic normal curtie of degree n+ 1. Then the 
associated (n+ 1)-web Vc is hexagonal 08 the singular set Z(Y$)=envl’ (%Q. Furthermore 
and 
Homeo (W;,) = GL(2, Z) LX (Z., + 1 x Zn i 1) 
Homeo (W<)nPGL(n+l,Z)=Zicx(S,+, x&+~), 
where i=4 if C is square, i= 6 if C is triangular and i=2 otherwise, and D< denotes the semi- 
direct product. 
’ 5 Sirzg1rinr cubic-s _.d.
By projective transformations. a cubic plane curve is isomorphic to one of the normal 
form in Table 1. We will see the ueb structure of the curves there by using their group 
structure. Case (1 J is the simplest case of the elliptic normal curves in Section-l. and Cases (3) 
and (3) are almost the same as t, I). 
CUW (4): Conic and line. J(_Y’ +I’ -:‘)=O. 
This curt’e is a union of the conic C, = P, = (.x2 +,$ -z2 =O] and the line 
CZ = I = :J,=O~. We take their parametrizations: 
F,(t)= 
i 
s:-‘: I), F2+$:O: I), 
tE ,, and we put a group structure C* x T3 on C,,,=C,UC*-(*l:O:l) aS fOllO\vs 
We can easily see that 
(*) F,(n), F,(h), F2(c) NT@ colii~eilr- ifarrd OH/J i;fabc= 1. 
Then we define the symmetric quasi-product - (see Section 3) by 
F,(cl) --F,(b)= F,(c) 
and the multiplication on Crug by 
F,(rl).~,(hj=F,(l)-~(F,(n)~F,(b)j~c, 
F,(clj. Fz(bj=F,(Ij ‘(F,(a) 1 F,(hjj~ C, 
F,(~I).F~(~)=(F~(~~)‘F~(I))^(F~(~)’F~(I))EC~ 
By computation, we see the formulae 
F,(a).F,(h)=F,(abj, 
F,(a). F,(b) = F,(ah), 
F,(n). F2(b) = F,(nb), 
Table 1. Singular cubits 
Group 
structure Homeo (Yc) 
- 
(I) Non-singular cubic (elliptic 
curve) where i=4 if A is square. 
i=6 if A is triangular, and i= 2 
otherwise 
(2) Cuspidal cubic 
(3) Nodal cubic 
(4) Conic and line 
(5) Conic and tangent 
(6) Triangle 
‘.I ‘A GL(Z,=‘)rr(-‘,x-J 
Homeo (x;)nPGL (2, 1,) 
___- 
zc x ( I ) x j 1. 
* _, 
_ 
3 
-1 
)*= -, 
o3 bc( i.* x *) 
(7) Three concurrent line 
(8) Two lines one repeated 
(9) Triple lines 
x z, (GL(2. R) x ~Jc”-(3 x 7:) (,*xriJc.<(- x .) 
i , _rxHomeo ((,)’ (--2 c-qPGL(3. )’ 
- - 
Where D, is the symmetric group of order 3, IX denotes the semi-direct product (see also Proposition 
2.3.4) and * x I-“. x are the subgroups of ( *)‘, ( ‘j3 defined by nbc = 1, a + b + c =O, respzctivzly. 
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which makes Crcg the group C* x Z2. and that p. (I, rE Ciey are cdinear if and only if 
p’q’r=f,(l). 
Let tic be the J-web generated by C. and let h be a homeomorphism of-%,. It is easy to see 
that 12 induces a homeomorphism II“ of Crsg= 2* x Tr respecting the second terms, by the 
relation (* 1. 
Let II’ =fug, wheref. g ars homeomorphisms of. * = C I. i * = C2, respectively. By (*) we 
see that 
fiu)f’(b)g(c)= 1 if abc= I. 
Definef’=jY(l) and g’ = g:g( 1). Then we see that 
f“(cl) f’(b) y’(c) = 1 if abc = 1 
and 
j”( 1) = g’( 1) = 1. 
This relation implies that /‘=g’ and it is a group homeomorphism of the form: 
logf’(:)=i. Re log z+i Im log z. i.E?*. 
Sincef=f’ xf‘(l), g=j” x g(1) andf(l)‘g(l)= 1, h” corresponds to the element (/‘,f.(l)) of the 
semi-direct product ?.* D< ::*. So we have 
Home0 (T/c) = Au&, (“*)tx :* = T *X .I.*. 
For the other cases (5)+7). we can analyze the proup structures similarly. 
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